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(R6) 16:00 NEWBURY,  5f 34y 

New Amsterdam Vodka Handicap (Class 4) (3YO plus) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (1) 10-9002 FOXY FOREVER (IRE) 9 D 
b g Kodiac - Northern Tara

8 9 - 9t J F Egan
M Wigham

85

Jockey Colours: White, red braces, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Has worked his way back to form having slipped to a good mark, narrowly
denied having conceded first run at Yarmouth recently. Excellent claims if pace is strong
enough.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

2 (7) 833691 BILLY DYLAN (IRE) (EX6) 11 D 
b g Excelebration - It's True

3 9 - 8p Finley Marsh (5)
D O'Meara

86

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white cap,
emerald green diamond
Timeform says: Dual 2-y-o winner for Richard Hannon who gained first success for current
connections in a small field at Ripon earlier in the month. Vulnerable under a penalty in a
stronger affair.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

3 (2) 5-34116 MOUNTAIN PEAK 11 D 
b g Swiss Spirit - Nolas Lolly

3 9 - 7 Non Runner
Ed Walker

85

Jockey Colours: Purple, pink epaulets, pink and purple quartered cap
Timeform says: Different proposition since reverting to sprinting, making all at Leicester (6f)
and Haydock (5f), then doing enough to suggest he's still in good form back from a short
break at Windsor last time.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

4 (3) 431323 ISLAND OF LIFE (USA) 14 D BF 
b f Dubawi - Pimpernel

4 9 - 5t James Doyle
W J Haggas

81

Jockey Colours: Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds
Timeform says: Lightly-raced sort who has more success in her based on the way she's
been shaping, rattling home from a long way back at Wolverhampton last time. Expected to
be bang there again.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

5 (4) 262412 JASHMA (IRE) 15 D BF 
b g Power - Daganya

4 9 - 4b S W Kelly
Richard Hughes

80

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Arrives in top form, likely to have followed up his Ffos Las win at
Nottingham last month had it not been for a slow start, so he's an obvious player if breaking
on terms.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

6 (5) 411-325 AWESOME 21 D 
ch f Bahamian Bounty - Ballymore Celebre

3 9 - 4p1 A Kirby
C G Cox

82

Jockey Colours: Black, white seams and armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Likeable type who won her final 2 outings as a juvenile and has acquitted
herself well in handicaps so far this term. Another solid effort expected.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

7 (6) 621151 KODIAC EXPRESS (IRE) 22 D 
b f Kodiac - Excel Yourself

3 9 - 2 Gabriele Malune (5)
M Murphy

80

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red stars, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white star
Timeform says: Is 3 from her last 4, continually pulling out a bit more, and although the
margin of victory was narrow at Yarmouth that tends to be her way. Thriving and sure to
remain of interest.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: ISLAND OF LIFE, like a few of his main rivals, would be scuppered if they went
no pace here, but she's the one to beat aside from that, on the up and shaping as if ready to defy her
current mark under the right circumstances. Foxy Forever is on a good mark and Jashma will provide a
big danger if breaking on terms.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ISLAND OF LIFE (4) 
2: JASHMA (5) 
3: FOXY FOREVER (1)


